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• 
Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
The School of Fine and Performing Arts & 
The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Saturday, May 12, 2007, 10:30 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2007 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Groove Band (Bill Boris, Director) 
The Latin Ensemble (Ruben Alvarez. Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. Music Oepartn1ent Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
Marcil of tile Cotu,nbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
Tile Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
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THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see. by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the peri lous fight. 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets· red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our ftag was still there. 
0 say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep. 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals. now discloses? 
Now it catches the glea,n of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
o·er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
And where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight, or the gloom of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever. when freemen shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we n1ust, for our cause it is Just, 
And this be our motto: • In God is our trust." 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
LIFT EVERY VOIC E AND SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing nse. high as the listening skies, 
let 1t resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song lull of the faith that the dark past has taught us. 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod. bitter the chastening rod. 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died: 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come. treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered; 
Out from the gloomy past. till now we stand at last 
Where the white gleam of our bnght star is cast. 
God of our weary years. God of our silent tears. 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on the way; 
Thou Who hast by Thy might. led us into the light. 
Keep us forever in the path. we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places. our God. where we met Thee. 
lest our hearts. drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand. 





























Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs in 
The School of Media Arts 
Saturday, May 12, 2007, 3:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2007 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Comn,encement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Groove Band (Bill Boris, Director) 
The Latin Ensemble (Ruben Alvarez. Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
• 
Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner. Presiding 
Radio Department Faculty 
MANIFEST 2007 
Scenes from our 2007 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner. Chairman of Lhe Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Joe Adams. Producer and Arts Manager 
Armyan Berstein. Producer. Screenwriter. and Director 
MUSIC 
Sing, Sing, Sing 
By LOUIS Prima 
Additional lyrics by Peter Eldridge and Darmon Meader 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter. President 
GRADUATE STUDENT ADDRESS 
Ai Lene Chor. Master of Fine Arts. Film and Video 
Bruce Sheridan, Film & Video Chair 
ANNUAL ALUMNI AWARD FOR ACADEM IC EXCELLENCE 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2007 Valedictorian 





























VALED I CTORY 
Melinda Beth Joseph 
Bachelor of Arts, Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sullivan, Marketing Comn1unication Department Chair 
ANIMATION 
The Glory of Humanity 
Barry Young, Animation Progran1 Director 
Bruce Sheridan, Film & Video Department Chair 
POEM 
I Am Falling For You Anierica 
By Brandi Homan. Master of Fine Arts in Poetry 
Tony Trigilio, Undergraduate Poetry Program Director 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland, Dean, Graduate Administration and Student Services 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, the School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Footprints 
By Wayne Shorter 
Arranged by Michael Mossman 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 
• 
DISTINGU I SHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTIS TS I N HU MAN SERVICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises. May 12, 2007 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts. education. politics, and public 
Information. These individuals have engaged their great talents In Important human service, and their life work and 
example embody the ideals and spint of the College. 
DIONN E WA RWIC K 
Renowned Recording Artist 
Dionne Warwick has. over an 1llustnous four-decade career. established herself as an international musical legend. 
Her reputation as a hit maker has been firmly etched Into public consciousness. thanks to nearly sixty charted hits 
since "Don't Make Me Over· began its climb up the charts in December 1962. As a performer. she has charmed and 
entertained audiences on every continent. amassing a worldwide audience. 
Dionne Warwick received her first Grammy Award 1n 1968, and in so doing became the first African-American solo female 
artist of her generation to win the prestigious award for Best Contemporary Female Vocal Performance. This award has 
only been awarded to one other female African-American legend, Ella Fitzgerald. Ms. warwick preceded the mainstream 
success of some of her musical peers by becoming the first such artist to rack up a dozen consecutive Top 100 hit 
singles from 1963 to 1966. In 1968 she became the first African-American female performer lo appear before the Queen 
of England at a Royal Command Performance. Since then. Ms. Warwick has performed before numerous kings, queens, 
presidents. and heads of state. 
In recent years. Ms. Warwick's pioneering efforts have focused on leading the music industry in the fight against AIDS. 
Her Grammy-winning. chart topping. single "That's What Friends Are For." led the way by raising, literally. m1ll1ons of dollars 
for AIDS research. Throughout the world, Ms. Warwick has devoted countless hours to a wide range of humanitarian 
causes. serving as the U.S. Ambassador for Health throughout the Eighties. On October 16. 2002 she was named 
a global Ambassador tor the United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), based in Rome. Italy. She has 
spearheaded the long overdue development and production of a history book that will detail African and African-American 
history for use 1n schools, libraries, and bookstores throughout the world. She continues her work as a socially conscious 






























Producer and Arts Manager 
For over four decades. Joe Adams was "the man behind the man," music legend Ray Charles. But a major network 
radio personality and filn1 and Broadway stage actor. Mr. Adams was a well-known entity long before he joined Ray 
Charles. 
In 1946. Mr. Adan1s was doing sporadic radio work for Hollywood stations KFWB. KPAS, KFOX, KGFJ, and remotes 
for KFOX. In those days. most stations did not encourage African-American men on its premises so he considered 
giving up on show business and joining his father. selling furniture. About this time, Santa Monica Station KOWL, 
gave hin1 the opportunity of going on the air. A handshake found l1im on the air for 15 minutes a day and he was 
the producer. writer, n1usical director and sales representative for "The Joe Adams Show." Two years later, his five 
and a half hour daily radio show was the #1 rated deejay show in Los Angeles. He soon signed over 56 sponsors 
for his airtime on KOWL. marking the beginning of a dazzling radio career that eventually spanned 20 years. 
During this time, he also taped shows for KWBR in San Francisco, and had his own show on KDAY, making him the 
number one radio personality in both Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
In 194 7. he branched out into television with two shows of his own, "Adan1s Alley" and "Joe Adams Presents." 
These were two of the 111ost popular shows during the early television days and he was one of the pioneers of that 
era. Mr. Ada,ns was the first man of color to do an on-air coast-to-coast network radio broadcast and appeared in 
more than 26 motion pictures. In 1958, he was the first man of color to receive the coveted ·Golden Globe" Award 
as the Outstanding New Actor. 
As Vice-President/CEO in charge of RPM International, Mr. Adams supervises the myriad activities of the parent 
con1pany including its business holding and its publishing companies. Tangerine and Racer Music, as well as Ray 
Charles Enterprises. which covers the activities of the Ray Charles Orcl1estra, the Raelettes, and Ray and Joe·s 
outside business interests and investments. 
Mr. Adams has received four doctorates. including one from Morehouse College where a special educational 
facility has been designated in the name of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ada,ns and a performing arts center is being built 
in memory of Ray Charles. Joe Adams has also been a tireless philanthropist. Both he and Ray Charles have 
supported numerous community causes as well as a number of African-American colleges. 
• 
ARMYAN BERNSTEIN 
Producer. Screenwriter and Director 
Armyan Bernstein. Chairman of Beacon Communications, ShoWest Producer of the Year. has produced and executive 
produced such films as AIR FORCE ONE starring Harrison Ford, THE HURRICANE {which he also co-wrote) starring Denzel 
Washington. THIRTEEN DAYS starring Kevin Costner, END OF DAYS starring Arnold Schwarzenegger. FAMILY MAN starring 
Nicolas Cage. BRING IT ON starring Kirsten Dunst FOR LOVE OF THE GAME starring Kevin Costner, SPY GAME starnng 
Brad Pitt and Robert Redford. OPEN RANGE starring Kevin Costner. Robert Duvall and Annette Bening. RAISING HELEN 
starring Kate Hudson and John Corbett, I.ADDER 49 starring John Travolta and Joaquin Phoenix. A LOT LIKE LOVE starring 
Ashton Kutcher and Amanda Peet. FIREWALL starring Hamson Ford, Virginia Madsen and Paul Bettany, THE GUARDIAN. 
starring Kevin Costner and Ashton Kutcher, and directed by Andy Davis. Currently 1n production 1s WATERHORSE. directed 
by Jay Russell. 
Bernstein founded Beacon Communications ,n 1990 and it has become one of the most successful independently 
financed film companies in the entertainment business. Its first films were THE COMMITMENTS, directed by Alan Parker. 
which was nominated for a Golden Globe Award as Best Picture and went on to win four BAFTA Awards: Keith Gordon's 
critical triumph A MIDNIGHT CLEAR, starring Ethan Hawke: A THOUSAND ACRES, based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, 
starring Michelle Pfeifer and Jessica Lange: SUGAR HILL, starring Wesley Snipes: PLAYING GOD, starring David Duchovny 
and Timothy Hutton: PRINCESS CARABOO. starring Phoebe Cates and Kevin Kime; THE ROAD TO WELLVILLE. directed by 
Alan Parker and starring Anthony Hopkins. and David Mamet's A LIFE IN THE THEATRE. which won a cable ACE Award for 
Best Drama. 
Armyan was born and raised in Chicago. and attended the University of Wisconsin. He was a broadcast journalist with 
PBS and then with ABC. He wrote the cult classic THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY. starring Debra Winger and Jeff Goldblum. He 
then wrote and co-produced Francis Ford Coppo1a·s legendary Vegas romance, ONE FROM THE HEART. Bernstein made 
his directing debut with WINDY CITY, from his screenplay, which starred John Shea and Kate Capshaw. He also co-wrote 
and directed CROSS MY HEART. starring Martin Short and Annette O'Toole. Armyan wrote and produced ABC's Emmy 





























I AM FALLING FOR YOU AMERICA 
By Brandi Homan 
I don't visit my sister when she's recovering because it reminds me that she's 
been depressed for a long time. I just can't watch a movie with her, eating 
takeout and pretending it's fun, when I have a hundred things to do because 
I'm trying to make something of myself. 
* 
I have to think ,ny family needs me to make something of myself. This way, I 
can sit outside the Laundro,nat at 9:30 in early fall, writing and eating a Blue 
Bunny ice cream cookie, and call it work. This way I do not have to visit my 
sister, can wash the laundry a month overdue. 
, 
On the way here, there was a stencil on the sidewalk with "I am falling for you·· 
below it. I'd seen it before and thought, oh how cute, sometimes I love the 
city. Most of the time I don't. Cities are where people who are trying to make 
something of themselves end up, drinking bottled water and sitting outside the 
Laundromat. 
* 
Above "I'm falling for you," the picture was of two s,ni ley-faced buildings 
holding hands. How cute. I thought, I love this city. But then one had a 
plane flying into it and the other had smoke coining out of it. Is th is sick or 
wonderful? A,nerica, I am falling for you. 
* 
Last week a pitcher drove his plane into a Manhattan bui lding. I'm so tired 
of being afraid all the time. As if that's a problem for a middle..class white 
girl trying to live a collective dream of being Brad Pitt, or ,narried to him. I am 
terrified less than most. 
* 
When Diane Sawyer interviewed Brad Pitt, the network showed footage of his 
trip to Africa. How strange that starving Ethiopians knew Brad Pitt, but they did, 
had pooled the day's bread to make one large piece like a giant cookie from 




My ice cream cookie is gone. rm outside the Laundromat writing and calling It 
work because now my fingers are cold. rm tired of trying to become somebody. 
Once, waiting in a doorway with MaryAnne, I was hungover and wanted to eat 
too much, a pizza. a giant cookie. Then she said I n1ean, what did we go to war 
for? And looked at me. 
• 
To free the Iraqi people I said, and the look on her face reminded me it 
wasn·t true. I knew it wasn·t true too. I saw smoke from one building and a 
plane flying into another and was tired of being afraid all the ti1ne. as only a 
middle-class white girl trying to become somebody can be. I am falling for you, 
America. America, I am falling. 





























A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS * 
1964-2006 
2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager 
2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 
and Director 
2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist 
2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 
2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 
Choreographer 
2004 Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zolla Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Columbia 
College Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Men1ber of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 
Writer, & Photographer 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 
of Education 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 
Con1munity Activist 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor in 
the Field of the Arts 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of 
Children 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist, Businessman, 
and Son of Chicago 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Film 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 
and Corporate Leader 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Writer and 
Champion of Women 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller. 
Poet. and Voice of Truth 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 
Children Prime Minister of The Republic of Narnibia 
1998 John H. Bryan Exen1plary Leadership in 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice ..... 
Business and the Arts 1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago 0 
1998 William Warfleld Magnificent Voice of the Leader in Higher Education 0 
Century 1994 Rita Simo Musician. Teacher, and Social N 1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Tirnes Reformer 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Scholar for Our u.. 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and Generation 0 
Inspiring Activist 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film (./) 
First Lady of the City of Chicago Performer. and Arts Educator (./) 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of <!'. 
Equality Directors, Chicago Public Library ....J 
1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner u 
1996 Irv Kupcinet A Man. a City. an Era 1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago ·s Pioneering the Success of Col un1bia College UJ 
Investment Leader 1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator I 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits. Magic. 1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst, I-
and Dreams National Public Radio u.. 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture 0 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS I-
1995 Victor Skrebneskl Photographer and Artist Crusader z 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 1992 Henry Aaron Basebal l Player and Executive UJ 
People ~ 1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind 1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director. 
Social Progress in Chicago The Negro Ensen1ble Company UJ u 1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 1991 Helen Valdez President. Mexican Fine Arts 
in the Communications Industry Center Museum z 
1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 1991 Johnathan Rodgers President. CBS Television UJ 
the United States Stations ~ 
1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of 1991 Willard L. Boyd. President. Field Museum of ~ Entertainer Chicago 
0 
u 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice Educator 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer and Peace 1962 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
TransAfrica 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace. 1985 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus Scientists 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 
University, Boston 1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT. Inc. 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist 1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien Diplomat 
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter and Writer 
1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist 
1988 Ardis Krainik General Director. Lyric Opera 1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 
of Chicago 1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician, and Founder 
of the Modern Jazz Quartet 
1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine 
1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor. 1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 
Social Service Administration 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder. Du Sable City of Chicago 
Museum 1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 
1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to Representative to UNICEF 
Human Welfare 1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filmmaker 
1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 
Agriculture 
1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 
1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox 
1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 
1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 
1982 Garry Wills Columnist 
1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 1976 John Hammond "Columbus· of American 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist Music 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Filn1 Director 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and r--
1981 Marilyn French Writer Microphotographer 0 1981 George McGovern Statesman 1976 Kat herine Kuh Art Critic, Curator. and Writer 0 1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic N 1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright 
of Illinois LL.. 
1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director. Dance Theatre 0 
1980 Lois Wille Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner of Harlem 
1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern 1975 "Bricktop" Entertainer (/) 
Illinois University 1975 Alexander LC. Wilder Composer (/) 
1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief. Change <( 
1979 Jessie Woods Director, Urban Gateways 1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning _J 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist Reporter (_) 
1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer w 
1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 1974 Ivan Albright Artist :r: 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer .,_ 
1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 1974 Ruth Page Dancer LL.. 1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian 0 1978 Abby Mann Television and Fi lm Writer 
1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist 1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor. .,_ 
1978 Carlos Chavez Composer-Conductor New York Times z 
1973 Bob Fosse Film, Theater. and Television w 
1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist Director ~ 1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama 
1977 Marla Martinez Potter 1973 Myles F. Horton Director. Highlander Folk w 
1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Filn1maker. School (_) 
and Writer 1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, z 





1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman , Medical 
Committee for Human Rights 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, 
Wisconsin 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolm X 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher 
1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party 
1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
Island College, New York 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles Wilbert White Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner 
1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
Atomic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, Actors' 
Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congress,nan 
1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
* Honorary Doctorates in Arts. Science, Letters. 
Music and Humane Letters 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2007 
Jennifer Joy Bacani 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Michael Angelo Brosius 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 









Julie Lynn Farrow 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Sharon Kathleen Finley 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Karen Foley Sherman 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Stephanie O. Ford 
JOURNALISM 
Nancy Willls Forrester 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Autum L. Gilmore 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 




Harry Alexander Helmick Ill 
JOURNALISM 
Bridget Mary Houlihan 
JOURNALISM 
Nicole Renal Hooper 
JOURNALISM 
Adam Lawrence Jahns 
JOURNALISM 
Abijan lshani Johnson 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 




Ingrid Jennifer Lacey 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Holly Christine Laurent 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS 
Mariah Meyer LeFeber 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Jordan Michael Mandelberg 
JOURNALISM 
Nathan Daniel MIiier 
JOURNALISM 





Jessica Rose Novosel 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Norma Jean Olivier 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
SeungRi Park 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jessica Jordan Parks 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 





Jillian M. Phillips 
JOURNALISM 
Jennifer Ann Pierce 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Carly Rose Prospero 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Jordan N. Raubolt 
JOURNALISM 





Megan Ozias Ross 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Darci Anne Russell 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Kristine A. Sanderson 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 




Jamila L. Shenfe-Kekulah 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 































MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2007 CONTINUED 
Tania Marie van Bree Sarah Lynne Wan1bold Linsey E. Whitehead Michelle Jin-Young Yoon 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sarah E. Vance John A. Weaver Michael Elliott Williams 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Hanna El len Waegner Jannelle Lavon White Natasha Monique Willia,ns 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jacinta Elise Wallace Mary White Ashley Rae Winston 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 2007 
Veronica Alexander Roselyn Feliciano Jose Manuel Manrfquez Heidi Elizabeth O'Hanley 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION URBAN TEACHING URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION 
Martha E. Barron Anna Edna Firfer Ariana Ruth Margolis Jennifer Elaine Peterson 
URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Michele Alicia Bastidas- Lauren Alexis Frank Amanda Rose Mauer Sheila Rollins 
Thompson ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
Sara E. Gmitro Brooke A. McDermott Stacey Elaine Rowland 
Ver6n ica Borjas ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
URBAN TEACHING 
Lynn Rachel Hull Marla McMackin Lydia Anne Scheller 
Yolanda Denise Brooks ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Allison Gerise Krecik Norma Monsivais Diers Michelle A. Wielgosz 
Da ifa Cegueda ELEMENTARY EDUCATION URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION 
URBAN TEACHING 
Dolores Lopez-Navarro Ryan Heath Nichols Natalie Williams 
Robin Carrie Esposito URBAN TEACHING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 




Renee Dawn Bair 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Sarah Bethany Baranski 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Charles A. Belanger 
CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Jennifer R. Blair 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Kn sty M. Bowen 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 




Ai Lene Chor 
FILM & VIDEO 
Ryan R. Collins 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
Katherine Ann Corboy 
CREATIVE WRITING-ACTION 
Danielle Corches 
FILM & VIDEO 
Diane Cain Derr 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Lisa Denise Ellis 
FILM & VIDEO 
Sean Patrick Flynn 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
Maria F. Gigante 
FILM & VIDEO 
Olga Maria Gonzales 
FILM & VIDEO 
Chet 0. Gresham 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
William James Guy 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Ian Edward Harris 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
Laura Ann Herb 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Mary Beth Hoerner 
CREATIVE WRITING-ACTION 
Brandi Homan 
CREATIVE WRITING- POETRY 
Amanda Marie Johnson 
CREATIVE WRITING-POETRY 
Keesha Anne Johnson 
CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Zenny Grace Kim 




Susan M. Kurek 




INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Autumn Lily Mayfield 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Scott Neil Miles 
CREATIVE WRITING-ACTION 
Mark Thomas Moroney 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Grace R. Olive/Alston 
FILM & VIDEO 
Monika A. Pawlak 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Gaelynn Sue Pippin 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Melissa Ida Cirilo Racho 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Rebecca Ann Rakstad 





Lani Shembrimai Schuster 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Joshua Siegal 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Bethany M. Souza 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Wesley Wade Sturdevant 
CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION 
Lisa Switalski 




Dalia Leticia Tapia Guzman 
FILM & VIDEO 
Tricia Joanne Turner 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Issac Waltmire Williams 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Joshua Robert Winegar 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
JIii M. Winski 
CREATIVE WRITING- FICTION 

































Melinda Beth Joseph, Marketing Communication 
Margaret Sullivan, Marketing Communication Department Chair 
Salutatorian 
Chelsea Laine Wells, Fiction Wirting 
Randall Albers. Fiction Writing Department Chair 
Candidates for the 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC DEGREE 2007 
Robert Nicholas Ballmaier 
Joel A. Everett 
Michael P. Kramer 
Brian A Penkrot • 
Aaron D Ross* 
Candidates for the 
BACHELO R OF FI NE ARTS DEGREE 2007 
Amanda L Accorsi 
Susan Marie Aldous• 
Sarah Ruth Allen 
Danielle May Altmin 
Gary S. Amerine• 
Danielle L. Anderson 
Darya A. Anokh1na 
Daniel J. Aperav1ch 
Stepan Badasyan 
Ala 0. Badwan 
Amy L. Baja· 
Jennifer Anne Banker 
Javier Barboza 
Zoe Suzanne Bare 
Christine Elizabeth Barrett 
Jack L. Bartoski • 
Amy Jameha Bashara 
Kaitlin Marie Bauer· 
Amber Lynn Beach 
Margaret Anna Beck' 
Michael Ian Bee 
Andrea E. Berk 
Satoshi Bessho 
Brianne B. Beyer 
Philip M. Bilhngham 
Ezekiel C. Binion 
Wendie A. Bloxsom• 
Christopher Ryan Boger 
Simone Bogode 
PatrycJa J. Borowiec 
Casey G. Bott 
Faith C. Bowman 
Alisha Renee Boyd 
Brianne Carol Bradbury• 
Holly Ann Bradly· 
Andrew Tomas Breen · 
Kann M. Brewer 
Ashleigh Eileen Brickley 
Richard Augustin Brigantt1 
Justin H. Brinkerhoff 
Barbara A. Brook• 
Ins P. Brostow1cz 
Sebastian Brzek 
Sulah K. Buck 
Stephanie Nicole Cali 
Mary Ahsan Carroll 
Brian R. Carstensen · 
Jonathan C Cassidy 
Lauren F. Castellanet 





Emily Katherine C1kanek • 
Emilia C1sowska 
Alison J. Cohn 
Jemeela A Colston 
Jessica R. Correa• 
Tara R. Coulter 
Amanda R. Courson 
Joshua Adam Covarrubias 
Amy S. Coyle 
Christopher E. Creighton 
Brittony McLeane 
Croasdell • 
Malachy J. Cross· 
Kimberly Anne Crown · 
Stuart M. Curran 
Christopher Michael 
Cushing 
Stefanie Christina Dabbs 
Diana Noelle De Luna 
Carlos DeLaPena 
Andrew Dean DeVries 
Elena Deida' 
Alstaire Gab1say Del 
Rosano 
Mario G. Di Sandro · 
Thomas Patrick Donohue 
Jessica Haley Drew1tz • 
Stacy Lynn Droege 
Gabriela M. Duffy 
Janet Duran 
Elliot D. Eakin 
Ross Jaret Efaw 
Kazuki Eguchi 
Ellen C. English 
Anna Rose Epstein 
Michael C. Esposito 
Sara K. Fagala 
Roudy Fervil 
Jamie Marie Fleischhauer 
Kristen L. Flemington 
Molly Ann Fuehrmeyer • 
Haruko Fukui• 
Amy Furrow 
Laura X1mena Galindo' 
Patrick R Gallagher 
Michael J Gallo 
Joanna Gancarczyk 
Michael R. Ganz-
Angela Marie Gasperi 
Allyson M. Gaston• 
Jennifer E. Geerdes 
Aron Ruff Gent · 
Yajaira Gijon 
Lauren A. Gilmore 
Veronika M Goldberg· 
Nicole Lynn Grammatico 
Lindsey Groves 
Carolyn E. Guill 
Galen Christopher Gulick 
Eric Mathew Haeggqu1st 
Nicole Colleen Haggerty 
Michael E. Hahn 
Emily Annette Haines' 
Amber L. Halaka 
Jamie L. Hall 
Lyssa Brienne Hall • 
Wesley Lewis Hall 
David James Heiniger 
Adama N Henry 
Teri Hinrichsen 
Mahsa E. Hoiiat 
Richard R Holmquist 
Yuri Hori 
Emily M. Hoskins• 
Lamond M. Hull 
Chad Earl Hutchins 
Brian Christopher Imhof 
Robert K. Ingram 
Laurie Mane Ipsen 
Christine Buan Jackson·• 
Shireen R. Jamehdor• 
Peter C. Jankowski 
Susanne Jendro• 
Mark Wayne Johnsen 
Candice M Johnson 
Cheyenne S Johnson 
Neal Tse-Wai Johnson 
Erica Lynn Johnstone' 
Michelle Marie Julazadeh ' 
Lisa Renee Julien 
Bernadette S. Kaminski 
Michael P Kane 
Andrea T. Kaplan • 
Analee N. Kasudia 
Brian C. Kenney 
Hannah R. Kim 
Sarah Grace Kindem 





























Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree 2007 Continu ed 
Katherine I Kogut * Jenna Ann Morris' Lynette G. Reynolds Brandon Michael Sorg 
Mari Koj ima* Michelle R. Morrison* Alison McConnell Rhoades· Laura Patricia Sosa 
Nancy Kononelos" Christopher Benton Moss Cassie Lynn Rippberger Amanda Joy Speer" 
Jowita A. Kostek• Flora W. Moy Carley J Rivelli Carneron Spencer 
Jeffrey M. Kowalski Jennifer L. Mucino Javier F. Ron1ero Seth A. Spencer 
Victoria Ann Krage Vani WingSan Mui Jose M. Rosales Benjamin K Springer* 
Kristine Beth Kurtzman Meegan D. Murphy Jessica B. Rosengard Lindsey Nicole Stanton• 
Krist in A~ Lacroix Meghan E. Murphy* Aruttapol Ruangkanjanases* Christopher Eugene Starbody 
Renee D. Lal onde Aneta K. Mysliwiec Meara K Ryan Julia Sara Steinberg 
Eric P LaPratt"' Jaclyn N. Nagel Joseph Carl Rynkiewicz• Ben A Stevens 
Marilyn Lara Lauren M. Nelson John K. Samson Joseph R. Stevens* 
Lindsay Elizabeth Larson Rea Nicolaou Michael David San Facon Sheryl Ann Stiso 
Sara Laskowski Zia A. Nix Ninfa Sanchez Erin M Stringhan1* 
Grant E. Laster Megan J. O' Neil Erin Kaye Sanders•· Amy L. Stuenkel * 
Katee J. Leaf-Smith Cheryl Therese Olendzki ._ Shozen Jay Sato* Rachel A. Swenie • 
Diana Lakena Lee* Rian C. Olson Dawn M Schneider* Kyal A Sylverne"' 
Sienae Lee* Chanat Oonhateparuk Tim J. Schroeder Yusuke Tanaka 
Paulina Tamara Lesiak Antonio J. Padilla Nicole C. Schuppner* Kristin Noel Tapia 
Melanie R. Lindsey Andrew D. Palermo* Sergio S. Scott Yabanendra Thapa 
Eric Littles Joseph J. Panizzo Robert J. Seaberg Julie Nicole Tracy 
Meagan C. Lloyd Anthony Martin Patryn Kaytie M. Selch Ian Richard Tranberg 
Laura M Long Jessica E. Paulson* Cheryl Joan Sel lers Darian Sean Tyler* 
Angela F Lowery Megan Marie Pawlak* Anna Seo* Mark Kodiak Ukena 
Nathaniel J. Lucero* David Michael Peak* Ricardo Xavier Serment• Christine Marie Van Egeren .. 
Matthew R. Lyons Lauren E. Perove* Lucas R. Sgouros Sonia E. Vaynerman ~ 
Jessica Paige Mandra"' Matthew T. Phelan Leah D. Shanholtz• Elizabeth Velazquez 
Christina Marie Mann Amber L. Phillips Edward J Shrake* Joaquin F. Verges 
Latoya C. Marble Elbert S. Phillips Amanda Nicole Siegel Ki1nberly Anne Verstat 
An1y Lynn Markowski Kristen W. Piacenza Charles Randell Sievert Katherine Villamin 
Wendy F. Maslanka Anthony Vincent Pierucci Michael D Simoneau* Serrita R. Walker 
Heather A Massa* Sandra Pineda Dana Tan1ar Simpson* Colleen A. Wasilewski* 
Jillian Marie Mccann Lisa Michelle Pipkins Ashley E. Singley Brandon Patrick Watts 
Audrey Jean McMath Jererny A. Policarpio Kathryn K. Skuba Meredith Weber 
Teresa M. Melzer Brady J. Polowy Arden Zane Smith Hayley Ann Weeks 
Benjamin D. Mendez Raegan Town Porter Ian D. Smith Andrew Scott Weidemann ' 
Cour tney L. Merchant David A. Portschy* Samantha A Smith* Lauren Y. Wetendorf 
Jennifer K. Merchant Darren D. Pruemer* Patrick E Smollen Robert S. Whipkey* 
John D. Miller• Araceli Quintero Amy N. Sobotta Jonathan Todd Wilcox' 
Laura E Moeller Michael L. Radtke Christopher Robert Solano Tamara L. Wilm* 
Raquel Morales* Jenna K. Rainey Jason w. Sopko Taylor M. Wilson 
Jenni fer Joy Moreland* Ashley A. Raymond Elena N. Soraparu Marcelis D. Wyatt 
Bachelor of Fine Arts D e g ree 2007 Continue d 
Lukasz Wyszkowski • 
Yoko Yamagam1 
Erica Yanez 
David T Yong· 
Taejeong Yoon 
Takehiro Yoshimoto• 
Lauren M. Zaleski' 
Na21a Zamani 
Diane B. Zamora• 
Neringa Zelbaite • 
Jenna R. Zydron • 
Candi dates for the 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2007 
Brandon D. Aase Kamelya Alex an• Carly T. Anderson 
Arash B Aazam1 Amanda Leigh Alexander• Dominique M Anderson 
Adam Abdalla Michael P. Alianello Ray L Anderson 
Fajra M. Abdul-Ahad Valbona Alttovska• Timothy Collin Anderson 
Mikael E. Abdullah Aydin Al1yev Nia J. Andrews 
Martin James Abezet1an Elizabeth A. Allen Michelle Naomi Andriana 
Jehan Aben• Gregory Scott Allen Michael A. Andricopulos 
Chacora M. Abrams Gwendolyn Eve Allen Joseph Matthew Anello• 
Gina D Abramson Kristy L. Allen• Charles Kenneth Angell ' 
Jeffrey A Acc1aioli Taran Ross Allen Adrian Francis Anguiano• 
Joseph R. Ackerman Josiah Paul Alloway Elizabeth Oles Anhalt• 
Jodi G. Adams• Eric Ramon Almond Eltsabeth C. Antoine 
SaJed Adib· Layal Alsaad Kurt A. Anzelone 
Sumiah M Aduib* Jade Alysha Alston Jennifer M. Aparicio 
Dan E1tai Agam* Alicia Alvear Ad1anna E. Apodaca 
Steven Aguilar Dunia T Alves Aleesha A. Appel• 
Nicholas Aguina Amanda M Alzamora• Ashley A. Argubright 
Chnst1an G. Agypt Amy Fatimah Amir Michael R. Ariano 
Peter A. Aimaro Steven Jacob Amm James Christian Armour• 
Francesca R. Aiuto Justin M Amorusi• Tom E. Astley• 
Ramsey Khaled Al-Abed Wha Young An• Lindsay A. Audette• 
Aleksandra Augaitis 
Elizabeth Anne Austin 
Michael Angel Avalos· 
Matthew Donald Avery 
Manuel A. Avila• 
Burak Aydemir 
Corina Lill Aylward* 
Colin Duffy Bach 
Scott Wayne Bacon 
Rita Amal Baghdadi • 
Emily E. Baglien • 
Samuel R. Bahena 
Jenifer L Bailey 
Travis G. Baiza 
Nathan Thomas Baker• 
Timothy Baker • 
Brandan Keith Baki 
Thomas Christian Balazs• 
Kristina Baldwin 
Jennifer M. Balestren 





























Stephanie C. Banks Josh T. Bjarnarson* Kendra Ann Brennan• Olivia A. Bustos 
Jessica Lynn Bantista Erin C. Black* Molly Kathleen Bretthauer• Edward A. Butler 
David Matthew Barendt Lauren Rachel Black Tiffany Marie Breyne Sarah Louise Butler* 
Jurgita Barkauskaite* Sean E. Black Fabio Brienza* Kristin Elizabeth Byrnes• 
Nora M. Barnett• Shomari T. Black* Marielle Cl1ristine Brinda* Christine Caballero~ 
Michael Joseph Barone Ryan Matthew Blake Michelle M. Britton Angel A. Cabrera 
Greg R. Barr Anneitta J. Blandford Charles E. Brock Jeffrey T. Cagle• 
Dan Scott Barron• Austin David Blank Andrew Michael Brode Adrian Calderon 
Conor O Barry Adam James Blaszkiewicz• Catherine M. Broderick Cynthia Olivia Calderon 
Leah M. Bartholomay Christopher Patrick Bleck Izabel a A. Brodnicka • Alan J. Callaghan• 
Sheena A. Baskervi lie Steven Anton Bleizeffer IV* Stephanie A. Broeker Ashley A Camacho 
Aaron S. Bass Kara A. Blindauer David J. Brongiel Marisol Camacho 
Jeremy Ware Bassett Karl M. Block• Kelly Marie Brooks• Robert Francis Cameron• 
Justin C. Bastinelli Jeffrey Alonzo Blockson Kelsi Airiana Brooks Curtis 8. Campbell 
Christi Blair Battles• Thomas T. Bluett Rashaunda G. Brooks Howard Campbell Ill 
Shanna L. Bayer Edward Haugen Boe Howard S. Brotine• Lyndsay Canada* 
Andrew C. Bazini Tricia M Boezio Maximilian Parker Brotman Sarah A. Cansler* 
Brandon M. Becker Greta Kristen Bogner Jason L Brouwer Erin Elizabeth Cantelo* 
Oscar L. Bedolla Tan,mi Tanisha Bolden Benjamin P Brown* Tina L. Cantu 
James R Beesley 111 • Andrea Rose Bollin N'Kyenge A. Brown* Deborah Anne Capone* 
Dara Eve Belie* Enrico Joseph Bonanno Nichole Lee Brown .. Kristine Jane Capua .. 
Justin R. Bell Joseph A. Bondick Peter W. Bruin,ng Jacob James Caputo 
Tessa L. Bender Justine Ruth Boney• Daniel Lawrence Brun,leve* James J. Card 1s 
David E. Bennett Daniel J. Bongiorno Steven P. Brummel Kristin A. Carducci 
Joseph B. Bennett Jason Adan, Bonnema Elizabeth Stephanie Bruti Bryan Edward Carlson 
Robbie 8. Bennett* David Paul Bonolo Kelly Marie Bryan* Kathryn F. Carlson 
Laura Mika Benton* Matthew T. Borek Edith Elizabeth Bucio Frank R. Carney* 
Steven Jeffery Berger• Jonathan A. Borowski Allison C. Buckley Tiffany L. Carrington 
Stephanie Noelle Berliant* Brandon English Boshers Ryan Mark Buckley- Gabriel Joseph Carroll-
Lizette Bernabe· Allison Christine Bosma Shaklee" Dolci* 
Christina M. Bernacchi Jessica A. Bourne* Rebecca A. Buenik Leigh Alexandra Carter 
Adam H Berndes Maria C. Bowe .. Lisa Marie Buer* Michael Anthony Carter 
Julie Diane Berndsen* Hope E Bowie Bret R. Buganski Christine A Cascino 
Claudia E Berns• Timothy WIiiiam Boyd Christina E. Buoni Allison Maria Castelli 
Shelby M Bernstein Diana Bozovic Tiara Lachelle Burch Nicholas R. Castelli 
Evan D. Bero Jennifer J. Braden• Kimberly L. Burgess Gina K. Castiglioni 
Joseph Frei Berrill Jessica Elizabeth Braden Adrienne Burgos Charles S. Castle IV* 
Joseph w. Bertucci Ryan Ashley Bradford Barry Alan Burman Pedro G Catrambone 
Cindy Nicole Bickhaus"' Alisha M. Bradley* Lindsay A. Burn April Marie Cavazos* 
Aneta M. Bielesz Jurewicz Nathaniel Michael Braga* Lisa A. Burnham Lindsey E. Cavitt 
Benedict Edward Biersmith Noelle Elizabeth Branch Nickol Christin Burrell Melissa Ann Chaconas 
Daniel A. BIiiups Cortez Levar Brazley Alexis Marie Bush Rajinder K. Chadha 
Sean Y Bires Kristin M. Breheim* Kevin Kwame Bush Arkin Kurt Chaiart 
Noola Chakahs • Adam J. Colmone Brandon T. David Veronica B Doering 
Cordell C. Chambers Michael A. Coloma Jamie L. David Paul M. Doerr 
Jonathan M. Chandler Stephanie A Combs Bradley Luke Davis Evan C. Dollard· 
..... Chih Chang Katherine E. Compas Megan C. Davis vasilios Dontas 
Christopher James Katherin Sinead Conaghan Terry Davis Margaret Irene Dost· 0 
Charles· James J. Condon Victoria B. Davis• Philip W Downie 0 
Bogdana Chernysheva; Christine E. Connelly Alexis A. Davison• Sylvan H. Ducote N Zantoria LaSha Cherry Monica M. Conroy Anna Jeanne Davito• Andrew J. Duff 
Daniel Patrick Cheskos J. Colman Cooney• Vanessa Mae Day Stephanie D. Dufford · LL 
Anna Chessky* Lucia P Coria-Herrera Lilloe Catherine De Merode· Ryan Joseph Duffy 0 Ira D. Childs Marie F. Cortopassi Brittany D. De Steven• Diona Nicole Dugo 
Brandon Everett Chisholm Michelle K. Cosco• Aaron T. Decamp William Sampson Duncan ' 
Mina K. Choe Ambor O. Cottrell Amanda Louise DePover• M,ke Rene Dupuy (/) 
Jeannie Chon,110 Brianne N. Coulom Christen S. DeProto Brigitte Irene Durnwald* (/) 
Stephanie Lynn Adam L. Countryman Michael R. DeRango Patrick B. Duvall• <! 
Christenson Brian Scott Covey• Tia DeShazor• Yesenia S. Dyer 
....I 
Jessica L. Christopher Joshua M. Coyne Anthony J. DelMedico Kelly L. Earnest 
Siobhan I Chnstopher Garrett R. Craig Joseph Berlin Delacruz• Courtney Renee Easter () 
Joseph S. Christopoulos Andrea Lynn Crain• Molly A. Delander Robyn Ilene Eastman• w Fredric S. Church Patrick J. Craven Andrew F. Deligio Nicolette Annette Eberwein 
Christopher A. Cihon Victor F Credi Paul S. Deluca Edward Joseph Eberwine Ill :::c 
Kane M. Clamage Nicole A. Crivlare • Stephanie A. Demas Amelia Marion Ecker I-
Phillip Clark John R. Crone• Ashley E. Demko• Christopher F. Edmunds· 
Sean M Clark• Kelly Ann Crost Joy D Dennis• James R. Edwards LL 
Stephanie Lynn Class Kristin Anne Crowley• Jessica Amanya Derfler• Kristina Marie Eicher 0 
Katie Jean Claudnic Carlos Enrique Cruz• Danielle Elizabeth Derringer Adrianne Elizabeth Elfring 
Lisa Christine Clauson David Ewing Cullen Nicholas David Desmedt • Fouad M. Elgohari I-
Turquoise Tenisha Clay Siobhan Marie Cullen Hertz C. Dezir Jennifer Lynn Eller 
Cheri A Clayton Ken J. Cunz Marielle L. DiGiacomo• Spencer James Elliott- z 
Vince D. Clemente Quinn M Curren• Alexander J. DiNovo Manheim' w 
John Patrick Clennon Ryan M. Curtis Anthony John-Kenneth Joshua G Elzinga· ~ Amanda B. Clifford• David F. Curto DiPisa• Caitlin Michelle Emmons• 
Melanie Anne Cline Jerome Christopher Laura M. DiSanto* Brenton D Engel w 
Douglas John Close• Cusson• Patricia Diaz Megan Elizabeth Engel (_) 
Maurice L. Clough Ryan M. Cybul • Olivia D. Diggs Courtney L. Enlow z Christine M. Coffey Sarah Rose Czajkowski Rubina Roxsane D,ggs • Willie Donald Eppes Jr.· 
Emily Anne Cohen* Jessica B. D'Am,co• Sarah Katherine Dignan Nora A. Erickson w 
Frederick A. Colantonio Cindy 0. Dababneh Christopher Dikmanas Patrick W. Erickson ~ Brett Douglas Colbeth• David Joseph Dabrowski· Stephanie D. Dillon• Ashley Marie Eriksen• 
Melinda Dee Colglazier Michael F. Dahlinghaus Michael C. Doxon Dustin Simon Erikstrup ~ 
Melissa R Collazo• Justin M. Damion Monica A. Dixon Carolina A Errea' 0 Patti J. Collier Danielle Latrice Daniel Stanislav 01end1inovic Jenna Elisa Ertl 
Lisa M. Collinsy Wilham L. Dannen Patricia Adele Doebel Taylor A. Estell () 
Lorena Estrada Keith M. Foglesong* Nicholas M. Garcia* Shavawn Marie Goley 
Nicole Ray Etter Justin J. Folino Andrew Raymond Gardner* Lucia Anaytte Gomez 
Chris D. Evans Nicole Lauren Ford Jack H. Gardner David Anthony Gonzalez 
Erica J. Evans Jennifer Lynn Foss Leticia Garfio" Enrique Gonzalez Jr. 
Tina L. Eveland* Rana Fouda Lisa Marie Garmoe* Marcus J. Gonzalez 
James H Ewert Steven Paul Fountas Ezekiel Winston Garnett II Megan E. Goodwin 
Alvin M. Fabian* Anthony G. Fowler Jessica Lynn Garrett Amari L. Gordon 
E. There Fagan .. Kathy K Fowler Marla K Garrett Jeren1y Scott Gordon 
Bretl T. Fahie Nicole Ann Fowler Landon E. Garza Zoe Theodora Gottstei n 
Valerie Harrison Fahmy Ryan M. Fowler Monica T. Garza Hayley Kristine Grahan,"-
Rebecca Morgan Farber* Erin Dorsey Fox Westley Dale Gathright Aaron D Graunke 
Steve J. Farland Rebecca A. Foy Pablo David Gaviria Sarah Elisabeth Gray* 
Chad I. Farwell Michael T. Francis Keith Eric Gay* Brooke Kristin Green 
Colleen Marie Feeney Kerri Lynn Francois Justin Scott Gears Robert S. Green 
Steven M. Feinartz Evan James Franz John Lawrence Geary• Callie Marie Greene 
Megan Mari -Catherine Fencl Matthew Gregory Frase Louis C. Gee Kristopher M Greene 
Hannah Frances Amanda Marie Frazer Richard M. Geerling Lindsay D. Greenhill 
Ferdinand* Justin Leonardo Fredette* Kin, Lee Geiger Michael Paul Greenlief 
Tamera E. Ferguson Erica H. Free• Justine Marie Gendron• Jr.Alana Kimberly Greiner* 
Nathan G. Fernald"' Michael Robert Free• Katherine Mae Gephart Daniel Joseph Gren1ley 
Brandon R. Fields Karri Beth Freeman Darcy Rose Gerbino Marc David Grever 
Renee D Fields Katie Ellen Freese Monica Denise Adam Langston Griffin 
Russell David Fike Scott D. Freestone Gerstemeier* Kenneth M. Griffin 
Laura Carlson Filbert Ryan P. Freismuth Daniel Gervais Veronica Lea Griffin 
John M. Filipkowski* Abby Lynn Friedman Alex Nairn Ghantous"' Joe P. Grochocki * 
Adam Joseph Findlay Matthew P.J. Frisch Aasha Marie Gholar Colin C. Groesbeck 
David M. Fink Erin Lee Fritz* Din1itra G. Giannakopoulos* Kristin A Groff 
Emily Joelle Finkelstein Meghan E. Fritz* Alberto M. Giatras Michael B. Gronbach 
Kelsey E. Finley Scott David Fritzshall William L. Gibson Erin Dene Gross"' 
Sean M Finn Charles L. Fromm Edward G. Gielow Laura Elizabeth Gross* 
Jenifer Kay Fischer Lauren A. Frontlno Robert Constantine Peter J. Grossman 
Kevin John Fitchuk Justin Michael Fuchs• Gilberd* Ryan Alexander Grzelak* 
Clarissa Fitzgerald* Randy Amanda Fuglestad Ryan Joseph Gilbert Carol A. Guerra 
Ryan Jon Rader Sarah K. Fuhrer Carly Ann Gill Kelly L. Gullatt 
Jere1ny P. Flahaven Christine Karen Fuja* Emily Ann Gindlesparger• Anup Gurnani 
Cary Ann Flank Ryan Timothy Gae Jeramie E Glasenhardt • Stacey Lynn Gurnitz 
Megan Joyce Flatau* Lina Gabriel le Gaizutis Aaron W. Glasser Gina M. Gurrieri 
Michael Edward Flavin* Sarah Sage Gallagher~ Jared J. Glover Matthew Edward Gurski 
Jennifer L. Fleck Sharell Lynn Galloway Matthew Thomas Glover Brandon Charles Guthrie* 
Kristin M. Fleming Jennifer Ann Gambacurta · Robert E. Godsey Christian Obed Gutierrez 
Clint Edward Fletcher Erik C. Gandara Daniel R. Goers David Fleming Guyton 
Nina Flot* Rishi Ganju Steven James Goffman• Alex J. Gvojic 
Tameka J. Flowers Cherise N. Gapastione Tony Goldmark Kimberly Sue Haburn• 
Jeanette Ann Hacker• Jill Marie Haverkamp Tricia M. Horn WooYong Jang• 
Marissa Isabel Haddock• Candice C. Hayes Hailey Ane Horwath• Michael J. Jarecki· 
Jayme A. Hager Na'm S. Hayes Zachary Horwitz' Blake David Jarrell 
Sarah 8. Haines• Audrey Laquanser Haynes Wyatt Dylan House James W. Jaworski ..... 
Jessica A. Hall Kristi M. Hays-MIiier~ Megan Marie Householter Gunnar Ian Jebsen 0 
Tracy E. Hallberg Daniel J Hazan Justin Curtis Howard* Whitney Ann Jenkins 0 David J. Halverson · Thomas Matthew Heaney Enc Weston Howell• Christina A. Jennings 
Robert S. Hamilton Jonathan R. Heatley Ryan M. Hoyda Robert K. Jensen· N 
Julie A. Hamlet Andrew E. Hebert Kara Renee Hoyle Lindsay A. Jenson 
Gabriel Benjamin Hammer Andrew R. Heckman Johnila Sherrell Hubbard Lee Michael Jeske LL 
Jennifer R. Hammock Christopher Robert Heinz Sonrisa Mia Hubbard Guadalupe Jimenez 0 
Colleen E. Hammond• Lindsey D. Helland Christine M. Hubert Kevin Niels Johansson 
Pearon R. Hampton Andrew M Heller Faith Brenda Hudson Stephanie E. Johns• (/) 
Colleen H. Haney Rebecca M. Henllan-Jones • Keene L Hudson• Amy R Johnson• (/) 
Nate Wayne Hankins• Brooke William Hennen Kristal C Hudson• Andrea Nicole Johnson• 
Ingrid Rose Hansen• K11nberly A. Henry-Thornton Samuel M. Hudson Craig Raymond Johnson <( 
Zachary H Hansen Emily M. Herman Lauren T. Huffman• Joana K Johnson _J 
Derek D. Hanson• Rodolfo A. Hernandez Thomas W. Huffman Kara Nicole Johnson (_) 
Luke M. Hanuslak Mary E. Herold Crystal Lee Hughes• Kyle P. Johnson 
Tiffany Marie Hardin· Callie R. Hersheway Tamara Lee Huguley• Michael Bryan Johnson• w 
Derrick Martin Hardy Agnes L. Hewitt Sandra Jean Hunter Monique Nichols Johnson I Dianne Chnstme Hardy• Vanessa Louise Hickey Caitlin Noel Huston-Dean Trent Kennedy Johnson• 
Bnan C. Hargrove Tracy Lynn Hickman Ryan D. Hutchins Daniel Ryan Johnston I-
Megan E. Harker Sharon D. Hilderbrand Christopher A. Hutchinson Beth Ashley Jones' LL Vincent E. Harlston Shirley M. Hilderbrand Antoinette lacullo Jonathan Edward Jones• 
Erik D. Harms Anthony A. Hill Jeanna M. lammarino Kevin C. Jones 0 
Heather Angelina Harper Natalie A. Hill• Jonathan lfergan • Ronnie Jones 
David Michael Harrington• John James Hiltabidel Timothy James llko Bianca N Jordan• I-
Daniel J. Harris* Emily Megan Hindin Kyla R. Imber Kortney LaShan Jordan z 
James R. Harris Jr. Anne E. Hinkelman Jade Elizabeth lngardona • LaToya Jordan w 
Paul N. Harns-Hertel·' Nathan P. Hinners• Kristen Dianne Innes Jessica L. Joseph ~ Nicole Hamson Carlye Rebecca Hirsch• Nathan lsra1leff Melinda Beth Joseph· 
Kyle Christopher Hartman• Czar Gilbert Hizon • Elspeth Shirley Jackson· Jonathan Nicholas Joyce w 
Matthew George Hartman• Jared P. Hoffa• Erin Rachel Jackson Armando Juarez• (_) Valerie Hartmann Melissa Yeh Hofmann Fidel C. Jackson Christina Lynn Kabat• 
Laurie Piper Hartung Daniel T. Hogan Nakita S. Jackson Justin Taylor Kaleta z 
Colleen Rose Harvey• Emily Jean Hoksbergen Ryan Jamison Jacobsen Nicole Jennifer Kam1nsk1 w 
Nicholas Walter Harvey Sarah A. Holderbaum· Daniel S. Jacobson Shanley Erin Kane• ~ Ame.rah Hassan Matthew 8. Holihan Cyryl M. Jakubowski Tim Michael Kane 
Tahani F. Hassan Jacob Simon Holland Jesslyn Nicole Jalayerian Adam E. Kaplan ~ Jacqueline T. Hatley Crystal Rose Holmes• Ari Jamali David Jason Kaplan 
Kenneth M. Haton Genevieve J.S. Honorico Brittany Let1c1a James Jason Basil Karlat1ras 0 
Blake Elliott Hausman Laura Jean Hool' Sang-Ah Jang Eric J. Kasang' (_) 
Elisabeth E. Kasdorf• Mark A Kleinfelder Wesley Lan1bert Chantal Lewenberg 
Peter W. Kasper Brad M. Knain Scott Michael Lan1ela Lindsay E. Lewis 
Angelica Kastanis Katheryn L Kniff Lamaiya D. Lancaster Robbin Mykia Lewis 
Georgia Arlena Kastner Natalie Bridget Knight~ Erin E. Lane' Samantha L. Lewis 
Garoufalia Jude Katopodis Brett Joseph Knott• Tyler K Lang Christopher M Liliedahl 
Rachel Susan Katz• Christian Koepke* Scott Robert Langbein Blake R. Lm1estall 
Ryane Lindsay Kaucher* Sarah P. Koeppe An1ie L. Langus Reece C. Lindberg 
Trevor L. Kaufn1an• Adam C. Kolegas Cory Stephen Lanham Jonathan M. Linton• 
Jerry A. Kavouriaris Brandon Lee Koller• Maximillian 0. Lapine* Yin Anne Liu• 
Jeremy A. Kawka Robert Joseph Komen Alexander Stosic Lappin Gina Louise Locascio 
Kristen Nugent Kaza~ Christine R. Konczal"' Quentin A. Lareau Akisha Deanna Lockhart .. 
Jessica K Keane Joseph Anders Konefa11 · Daniel B Larson Katherine L. Lofton 
Sarah Mary Kedrowski Eric Christopher Koppen* Charles Dwayne Laster Michael G. Lojkutz 
Anne Patricia Kelly• Mei Koshimizu* Holly Marie Laurin Catherine Diana Lo,nbardo 
Sarah J. Kelly Natalia L. Kosk Phil J Laury• Andrew Kevin Long 
Michael J. Kemp Erin L. Kostuch* Casey Lincoln Law* Karen Sue Looney 
Carly Jenifer Kemper Emily S. Koteles Denise Lazcano Khristian Manuel Lopez 
Kevin C. Kent Rachel Len Koutnik* Courtney Lynne LeStarge" Sofia Lopez"-
Trina E Kershaw Antonia Koutoup1s ·1 Lmdsay Marie Lea• Abby Rachel Lorts• 
Kathrine Fern Kesten* Kimberly C Kozlowski" Joseph M. Leaderbrand Bridgette Nichole Love 
Elizabeth M Ketterer* John Joseph Kraft Julia Dawn Leaderbrand Aaron Jamal Lucas 
Nicole R. Keyser Alexander Ryan Kramer* Zachary M Leasure Nicole M. Lucchesi* 
Annie Kezon Zachary G. Krasman Samantha A. Leavitt* Christopher Michael 
Sahar R. Khan Richard Allen Krimbel Alexander D. Lee Lunardi 
Sourma A. Khoury Eric J. Kripas Andra Lee Dominika A. Luszcz 
Monika Elizabeth Kieca Nikolai R. Krkles Byung Kag Lee Graciela Eva Luviano 
Jennifer S. Kienzler Mary C. Kroeck* Keillen Bryant Lee William E. Lynott 
Anthony Eun Kini Joseph Paul Kroeger Lauren N. Lee Jeremy P. Lyons 
Daniel Kim Frederick John Krubel Min J. Lee Roslyn Mabry 
Eui Cheon Kim Rose Katrinna Kruger- Nadira P Lee Matthew Solomon 
Suyoun Kim* Springer Young Lee MacDonald 
Young Kwang Kim* Michael Joseph Kuchera• Norvin 0. Leeper Sada Jane MacFarlane • 
Erika s. Kimpel Emily Renee Kuhlman Evan Joseph Legler• Natalea C MacHarg 
Sarah A. Kincaid Ben M. Kurstin Caitlin Jolie Lehn1an* John Matthew MacQueen 
Lindsay R Kindlon Nickolas Graham Kusen• Kevin M. Leisen Sarah E. Machain 
Ashia Patrice King James Walter Kyle• Zoila S. Lema Antonette J. Machi 
Jennifer Nicole King Alicia M. LaFrance Tameka Shanice Lenoir Daniel Paul Mackey* 
Kevin Thomas King Chris M. LaPorte Maureen Guiao Lenon Josh A. Mackey 
Sharmone L. King Kyle Aaron Lacy Myisha Louis Leonard Yamile Darnell Macklin• 
Andrew M. Kiper Jessica Michael Lager~ Matthew V. Leslie Joseph Michael Maher 
Benjamin J. Kirchhoff" Dror Isaak Lahat* Stephan D. Leuenberger• Matthew B. Mahood 
Lauren P. Kirk Daniel Richard Lambert Justin E. Lev Trevor D Main 
Matthew Klem Matthew R. Lambert* Laura Rose Levine Eure1c Malang 
Kimberly A. Malecek Kira Kevanah McFarland Aubrey Rebecca MIiier• Lauren C. Mungan 
Colleen Catherine Mallon• Kristen M. McFarland Brian Wilham Miller Sarah Lap1ne1 Muniz· 
Jacob Thomas Malone· Daffany Mary McGaray- Charles Christopher MIiier Steven Lawrence Mura 
..... Richard Andrew Malstrom· Clark Christopher A Miller Aubrey Jane Murdock• 
Charles Robert Sarah K. McGing Jernard C. Miller Ralph C. Murillo 0 
Mammoser• Gabrielle A. McGourty Kelda MIiier Chesney M Murphy 0 
Shawna A. Mangurten • Chase McGuire• Quintina L. Miller Desirae L. Murphy• N Katie Elizabeth Mann• Daniel J. McGuire Rachel H. Miller LaSheria Sheray Murphy 
Latisha Nicole Manning Jeffrey Thomas McHale • Sean W. Miller· Michael Joseph Murphy Jr. LL. 
Christina Elaine Manzo Elizabeth M. Mcinerney Stefanie D. Miller Cole Lewis Murray 0 Chelsea Elizabeth Maple• Lisa Agnes McIntosh-Clark Marcus A. Millison Eleanor R. Murray 
Adam R. Margolis Lauren M. McKeague Kendra Y. Mims• James Stephen Murray• 
Kathleen Marie Marland Robert L Mclamore Quinneidrah Mines Hilary Anne Mushier (/) 
David Marquardt• lakeysha Nicole McNeal• Nicholas Joseph Minuccianl Joseph P. Muszynski· (/) 
Rosalie Marquez• Ciara L McNeely• Stacey Enn Mitchell· Laura Kathryn Muto <( 
Lefvia T. Marrero Eric Marshall McW1lliams Ryan Alexander Mitchelle· Philip G. Muzzy 
_J 
Galaxy L. Martin Monique A. Medina Jason R. Milchneck Erica A Myers• 
Cynthia K. Martinez• Raymundo Medina Vukasin M1trovic• Lindsay Michelle Naas• u 
Grace C. Martinez• Erin Elizabeth Meehan• Benjamin J. Mix Kimberly Ann Nachowicz• 
Juan C. Martinez Michael Gabriel Mehringer Amber Mohammad· Jennifer Ann Nagy w 
Richard Mar tmez Diane Mejia Andrew Khalid Mohammed Tara L. Nance :r: 
Vanessa Nycole Martinez• Joelly MeJ1a Antonio Nicholas Molinari Adrian Narciso I-Yolanda Yanine Martinez Mallory Kane Mejia Anthony Gerard Molinaro· Steven J Nardi 
Mayfield J. Mason Ashley Archer Melander Ariel J. Mandala Rebecca Anne Nauman LL. 
Katherine D. Massey• Joseph Wilson Melendez Ronald Monroe Jr. Andrea Fernanda Nauta 0 Jillian L. Masulis William V. Mellina Lauren Marie Montague· Caroline Neff• 
Sonia Mata• Ruben Mendoza Jr. Tremel Rashawn Moody Ashley Elizabeth Neilson• I-Dan S Mataczynskl Danielle L. Men sh• Joon Ho Moon Cullen C. Nelson z Amber D. Matkaltis David C. Merchut Arthurjameeia M. Moore Karli M. Nelson• 
Ena Matsuno Michael N. Merrill Jr. Devon L. Moore Marc D. Nelson w 
Charlotte Marie Maurin• Zurii Malia Mershant Knstine L. Moore Kristine G. Nepomuceno ~ Barbara Mayson April J. Meyer Micheal Moore Jr. • Amanda Sue Newman• 
Laura Anne Maziejka• Kay L Meyers Rogelio Morales Blair A. Newman w 
Jesse Bryan McAlpin Kurtis P. Meyers• Jamie Renee Morgan Kenneth Ngwa u 
Michelle L. Mccannon· Radek AndrzeJ Michalik• Margaret E Morici· Rebecca Jean Nichols z Ryan M. McConnaughay Karla A. Michell• Troy Lamar Morris Rosanna B N1codemo· 
Matthew D. McConnell Nicole F. Michelotti Clint J. Mosling Gilbert J. Nicoll· w 
Regina R. McCord Stephanie L. Middleman Darren C. Moss Janalee Nielson• ~ Casandra F. McCottrell Michelle Middleton Jessica A. Mousseau Kei (Lammers) Nikaido• 
Camm1lleon La'France Jeffrey Allen Mikulich Shannon Marie Moutinho Michael J. Nilson ~ 
McCray Ajay T. Milan Amberlee Summer Mucha• Sorin N1toi • 0 Kristie Anne McCullough Hope L. Miles Rachel Kathryn Muich • Robert D. Noble* 
Brigid Kathleen McElroy Justin C. Mllhollin-Stillm Marcus L. Mundy James R. Nocera Jr. u 
Laura K. Nofsinger' Vanessa A. Page* Katie E. Petitti Marisa Pozo 
Jeffrey M. Nordyke Jr. Jasna P Palada Zackary H. Petrusa Chante Marie Pradella 
Chad L. Norris Nicholas Alexander Paletta Ka,ra B. Peyton Adam Ryan Preston 
Spacialle A. Novak• Raul Palma Benjan1m Joseph Pfeifer .. Philip W. Preston· 
Gigliola Novelo Nichol as A. Panico Thon,as Martel Ptiffner Emily W. Price" 
Anne Marie Nowicki• Eve Paradowski Ky Luu Pham Latoya M. Price 
Nicholas D Nummerdor· Maricela Paramo Alisa J. Phillips David Priego Salido• 
Erin Jean Nusbaum" Vishal Biren Parekh Joseph Gable Phillips Kenneth E. Pritchard 
Patrick K O'Connell Donald T. Parenteau Jonathan Matthew Phoenix Lindsey A. Pruett-S1nith 
Brendan Patrick o·connor John David Park Michael D. Piasecki' David P. Prus ma" 
Erin M. O'Connor An1ber L Parks Lilia Y. Picazo" Michele M. Prymicz 
Shea Patrick O'Connor Nicholas Ryan Parks Victor G. Pichardo Raven J. Puckett 
Erin L. O'Donnell Andrew C. Patch Jennifer F Pickett Mark R Pytel* 
Natalie Maria o·Donnell Mary Elizabeth Patchell Meagan Michelle Pierce Ronald James Querubin 
Katie o·Gorman Ami M. Patel Melanie S. Pierce .. Sean Kevin Quigley• 
Kathryn A. O'Hara• Daniel John Pattelli Armando Pina• Fernando Quintanilla/Sant 
Kelsey Mae o·Kane · Ronn1ius A. Patterson Nicholas Paul Pinto Curtis W Rabinak • 
Kyle R. Obriot Lyndsey Louilda Patton Vcrnec Pippens Andrew J. Radlowski* 
Natalie Marie Ochockyji Nathan Augustus Paul• Marcus H. Pittman William Barret Raff* 
Nicole T. Oesterle Jason M. Pavlina• David J. Pittner Andrew Christopher Ragin 
Jason Wayne Ogden· Victoria Pavlovic Jay M. Pleckham Rebecca M. Raisman 
Joshua R Ogg* Michelle Elizabeth Pavone Philip S. Plowden Luan Abaz Ramadarn 
Antonio Ojeda William M Peace Molly Elizabeth Plunk' Raven Alexandra Ramclam 
Ryohei Okajima Jessica L. Pearce" Christopher J. Pluta· Arlene Ramirez 
Michelle L. Okla Janell Marie Pebbles Joel Podbereski Ommarc Ju1namil Ra1nos 
Katie M. Okon Donna R. Pecore• Matthew Vincent Poisson• Joy Christine Ramsey 
Mornka Oksztul Jessica M. Pena Frances Polak Kendra Diane Rasn1ussen 
Anthony C OIiman Wi Iii am D. Penn Rebecca C. Poleski • James R. Ratke 
Kathryn Janelle Olson Alejandrina Perez Robert C. Polonsky Milda Razun,aite 
Daniela Sue Olszewska Darnel Angel Perez• Sarah Elizabeth Ponder Rehana Elizabeth Razv, · 
Amy E. Omernik" Jessica Perez Lillian Pontius-Goldblatt• Jamie Renee Razzouk' 
Ulises Orduno Melissa Perez Christopher Jason Poole* Mary Kathleen Reagan 
Michael Allen Oris Joytesha L. Perkins Erica Porch Rachel L. Recchia 
Danielle R. Ormond Amanda Phyllis Persons Dustin S. Porter Marvin C. Reed• 
Carlos Oropeza Herrero• Cynthia L. Peters• Jeffrey B. Porter Shakena L. Reed 
Adrienne Renee Orrell Travis James Peters" Katherine Ann Porter Michael R Regan 
Yunuen Oseguera-Pardo" Andrew John Petersen II Crystal Portillo Michael Patrick Reid 
Angela Jean Otis Alysa Anne Peterson Laura J. Post• Christopher Ryan Rejman 
Edward Christopher Ott·• Don Peterson' Kristy L. Potempa Julienne R. Rencher 
Marc Edward Ovies Jan,es A. Peterson Ill Areerat Potikul Arthur J. Rento Jr. 
Jacob E. Owens Kevin Donald Peterson• Richard John Powanda Tracy Elizabeth Reuter• 
Patricia A. Owens Kin1berly Denise Peterson Tristan Powell• Kristin Ann Reyer' 
Mayme Marie Pace Lisa B. Peterson .. Robert A. Pozen Rosalinda Reyes 
Samuel Quontino Reyes Hollyrose Rubinstein Bnan J. Sarna• Mary Beth Searls• 
Elizabeth Marie Reyna· Shaun P. Ruddy Adam J. Sas Jeremy Steven Segal ' 
Andrew S. Reynolds ' Keell Kristin Rue· Vanessa Saucedo Timothy Daniel Seidler 
.... Jessica Joanne Rich• Aubrey E Ruett1ger Jesse L. Sauer Elizabeth Mary Sellltto 
Robert P. R1chnavsky Cameron DeWitt Rutz Coreen Elizabeth Sav1tsk1 Jason M. Semall 0 
Allison J Riggio · Jarrod Michael Rumley· Peter M Sawasky Fernando Senisa1s 0 Kimberly Alic la Riley· Nathan James Rupp Kanika R. Scaife Ashley B. Sero C\I Garrett L. Rimey Colette Mane Mano A Scapellato Marlon B. Servellon 
Philip R. Ring· RuschcinskY · Alena Marie Scarver Ilana Shabanov LL Brandra Xav,a Ringo Alexandra Evan Ruse · Nicole J Scatchell Sula1man A. Shabazz 
0 Samantha J Rissetto • Joanna M. Rushenberg Autumn Patricia Schaal 81zhan A. Shahpar 
Lauren Nicole Ritchie' Dana Deniece Russell• Julia M Schaefer Nada Karim Shamah• 
Butul Zahra Rizvi Kathleen A. Ruzak Justin M. Schaefer Jonathan M. Sharlow (f) 
Jaclyn M. Robbins Jonathan Thomas Rybicki* Stacy A. Schaefer Albert I Shaw (f) 
Valene R. Robbins Monika Rydzewski Dan S Schafrik• Graham Ashley Sher• <( Michelle R. Roberts• Geneisha T Ryland William Lyle Schattner• Marie Gayle Sherwood 
_J Kisa Ennn Robinson• Jessica M. Rzeszut • Daniel Weldon Schettler Jon D. Shimmin 
Michael T. Robinson Jr. Syeda S. Sabeeh Allison K Schein Michael A. Shimon () 
Valinda Diahann Robinson Faheem Fatehali Sabzaall Corbin T. Schey · Andrew Vaughn 
Marla D Rocha Adam J. Salasek Martin Anthony Sch1ll1ng • Shoemaker• w 
Matthew Jared Rocklin Jessica Lynn Salasek • Brian William Schlender· Jesse Jay Short I 
Lynda M. Roddy• Demetrius R. Salazar Lindsay Bndget Schlesser David Mach Showalter• 
...... Christopher L. Rodgers Jeffrey D. Salazar Yoav Schlezinger • Jessica Lauren Shuey 
Conn M. Rodriguez Suzanne M. Salazar Yotam Schlezinger Phillster Obat Sid1gu LL 
Lydia Rodriguez Anna J. Sallows Greta Schluderberg Evan D. S1erminskl 0 Matias Rodriguez-Caisson• Justina Saltanavic1ute Heidi S. Schmelter Isaias E. Sifuentes 
Andrew J. Roffe Joshua David Salzberg• Adam E. Schmidt Paul G. S1gwerth 
...... T,m John Rogers Kathleen Frances Sammon Alex Z. Schmidt Joelle L Slki 
Carey A Rohrbacher• Kenisha D. Sampson Jessica Leigh Schmidt• Kristen Marie S1mc1k z 
Ingrid C. Rojas ' Bryan Sanchez Robin JIii Schmidt· Tracy-Ann Camille w 
Lynda A. Rollins Jessica Adriana Sanchez John D Schnarr Simmonds 2 Juan Teofilo Roman Sarah Elizabeth Sanders• Shawnecee R. Schneider· Matthew J. Simons 
Kellyn Liane Romano Sherise N. Sanders Enc Allan Schoeberlem Travis Ryan Sims• w 
Damian Romito Steven Andre Sanders Philip Andrew Scholp · Julie Ann S1mulis () 
Archie Jerome Roper Kate E. Sandler Christopher Robert George Paul S,nioris z Dons Eliza Rosa JIii Renee Sandmire Schroeder Jessica A. Sippel 
Nikki Taylor Rose Laura R. Sandoval Kevin Andrew Schroeder• Ken Sitar w 
Adam H Rosen· Shalmon Baw-nee Sanford Sarah Louise Schumacher· Nellie E. Skallerup 2 Dominic A. Rossetti Francheska Louisa Santiago David A. Schwartz Nikolas Alexander Sktlnik 
Kathleen M. Rossi Orlando Allen Santiago Thomas W. Scilepp1 Sean M. Skinder• 2 
Domenic Anthony Roti Victor Reynaldo San11agos Morgan A. Scopes Kinga A. Skowronek· 0 Max Robert Rottenste1n LIiiana Santillan Heather Michelle Scott • Justin Skweres• 
Elspeth Jean Roza Stephen Nicholas Sarley Stephanie L. SeR1ne Cherida T. Slater-Terrell () 
Sara Jane Sleeman .. Jessica R. Starkman Bethel J. Swift"' Christopher J. Tocke 
Bryan S. Smiley Matthew C. Stawski'· John E. Sylwestrak Jr. Shami Tonia 
Bradley Ian Smith Shaina Elizabeth Stein Sharon Jean Szal kowski • Ian A. Tomele 
Brandon Willian, Sn1ith* Tyler Alexander Steinhoff! Natalie J. Szewczyk Eric Thomas Townsend 
Brigitte B Smith Greg William Steinkuller Steven Michael Szlaga,. Amanda L Toye* 
Coran D Smith James E. Stennis Silvana Carolina Cynthia A Trail 
Daniel Z. Smith Jessica Quinn Stepan Tabares-Flores* Shannah JaVawn Trailor• 
Danielle Renee' Smith Craig Stephen,tch Estera Virginia Tabla Diana Tran" 
Jacqueline Kay Smith* Benton Isaiah Stephens Adam J Talaga Thomas J. Trapp 
Jeff Lewis Smith Trent Rion Stephenson Ayumi Tanaka Samuel Adam Trapskin 
Karen T. Sn1ith Lori L. Stevens* Anthony L. Taylor Shaunda M. Traylor 
Martina L. S1nith"' Patrick R Stevens* Lindsey C. Taylor~ Ryan Michael Trembath 
Rahsan E. Smith Ryan C. Stevens" Nicole Alexandra Taylor Sara Emily Tremblay,. 
Shelly Amber Sn1ith Ashley L. Stevenson Burawat Techakasen, Stephanie A. Treppler 
Taiwuan B. Smith Cory J. Stewart Anthony Neil Ten1pleton Jessica Shirley Trepton• 
BenJamin Carrol Smithson Kin1berly Lynn Stewart Cory M. Tendering Raul Anthony Trevino 
Marissa D Snoddy~ Omega M. Stewart Alicia Lauren Terran Alicia D. Triantafilis 
James William Snow* Jenna S. Stinson* Sommer A. Terry* Marcie N. Trice 
Gavin Krahn Soens Kelly Barbara Stinson Joseph R. Tessone* Willow R. T rischetta ' 
Virgilio Solis Rein C. Stinson* Millicent Margaret Therrien Carlie Danielle Trott ... 
Anthony M. Sollami Rolanda Elisa Stinson Aaron Jonathan Tho1nas Heather H. Tse 
Javier Solorzano Aaron C. Stocker Darius L Thomas Justin M. Tucker 
Willian, J. Soley* Amanda M. Stofko* Jacqueline A. Thomas Margaret C. Tully 
Sudhir Somasundaran1 Nathan Thon1as Stoner Jeanna Marie Thomas Bruno Arkady Tysh* 
Won I. Song Katie C. Stover* LaTia Chamelle Thomas Takuya Uemoto 
Suzanne Marie Sorenson Lindsay Gates Strawn Latanya M. Thon1as Francis Ojofe Ukpolo* 
Everardo Soria Robert James Stringinl Noah E. Thomas Voltaire Valdezco 
Greg Sorkin* Paul Phillip Stroud Rodney Eugene Thomas II Alexander M. Vallejos 
Mathias Sorum* Steven Jeff Stulgin Virginia R. Thomas* Erica L. Van Beveren 
Brian W. Sowell Erica J. Stun11n Brittany Nicole Tho1nez• Evin Van Doesburg 
Joseph M Spanos Daniel Suarez* Akira I. Thompson Patrick J. van Slee• 
Jay P. Spaulding Mark James Such Frances Lynn Thompson• Zuriyel A. van Zant 
Aleksandra M. Spevacek• Shariff S Suleiman Kishi Thon1pson Edwina R. Vanzandt 
Kelly Kathleen Spicer Britta A. Sullivan" Tasha Thompson Jill Yana Vane 
Courtney Lynne Spizzirri Molly J. Summy Theo D Thompson Nicole R. Vasquez 
Patrick J. Spreadbury Jason Che-Jen Sun• Emily Therese Thornton Logan P. Vaughn 
Christian Amadeus Bryan Randall Sundquist Kimberly A. Tice Amberlyn M. Vavrusa 
Sprenger" Dayna Marie Sutton* Jennifer L. Tillery* Michele Vedernack 
Jason David Stachura Aiko Suzuki Jamie Louise Tipps' Raquel Vega* 
Josh Ari Staman Karl Svatek Michael V. Tischauser Janette Nicole Vehrs 
Andrew W. Standaert"' Allison L Swank Christopher Neil Tisone '' Jorge A. Velasquez Jr.* 
Katelyn D Stanek* Kate Elizabeth Swanson Edward Lloyd Titus Daniel V. Velez 
Cathleen M Stanger Diana A. Sweis Nicole Tochalauski Debbie Veloso* 
Joaquin Venegas Jenna Middle Weger• Aubrey James Williams Samantha Lynn Zackow1tz 
Michael F Ventrella Ashley Nicole Wegner• Cecily J. Williams• Daniel Edward Zak II 
Philip J. Veugeler Molly J Weigle James Edward WIiiiams Thomas Zakrzewski• ~ Brandon C. Vezmar Debra L Weiner· Joseph David WIiiiams Sari JIii Zats • 
Marc G. Villanueva Kristy Ann Weir Kara M. Williams Kelly Kristine Zavala· 0 
Katherine Lynn Vinopal Christine Marie Katherine E. Williams• Patrick Zaw1eja 0 
Alicia A. Virgilio• Weisenburger• Leonard Andre Williams Christopher James N Tara Lynn Vock• Andrew Michael Welborn Mark A. Williams Zdenek• 
Jordan C. Vogt-Roberts Matthew Ray Welch Sarah Casandra Williams Lauren Marie Zessemos • LL 
Philip A. von During• Joshua R. Wellington Tyre! C. W1lllams Serg1usz P. Zgrzebski 0 Daniel Vrbos Vera L. Wellman Marcus J. Wilson David 0. Ziegenhagen 
James Nelson Wadas Anternette Nicole Wells Torrence Jone! WIison Jennifer Anne Zimmerman· (f) James C. Waddell Chelsea Laine Wells• Angela Terese Wisniewski• Heather A. Zimny 
Lisa Marie Wade• Jeremy M. Wells• Holly A. Wisniewski Rafae Trent Zuberi (f) 
Thomas Richard Michael David Wennmacher· Nicole M. Wisniewski• Nichole Michelle Zumpe <( 
Wadsworth Gregory J. Wenzel Justin M. Withem• 
.....J Laura M. Wagner Dana C. West Stephan LaSean u Elizabeth Lee Wagoner• Kim A. Westbrook* Witherspoon 
Lauren 8. Wakefield• Kyle K. Westbrook Karen M. Wittenberg· 
w Jessica Nicole Walczak Michael HIiton Wheaton · Michelle K Wodzinski 
Danielle N. Walker Monet G. Whitaker James Edward Wojdyla • I 
Dustin James Walker Amanda Nigole White Bryan Paul Wolff I-
Julianne K. Walker• Lisa Michelle White Amber A. Wood 
Kate M. Wallace• Michelle Therese White• Michael D. Woodnorth• LL 
Shane T. Wallace• Patrick H. White Allison Barbara Worrell 0 Trista M Wallace Kevin Wayne Whiteley Brian James Worth 
Molly Elizabeth Walters Jaime Dawn Whittington• Dominick J Worthy I-Kyle William Warczak Elaina Shontae Whyte Yolanda Sirena Wright z Patrice L. Ward-Newkirk Kimberly M. W1czer· Jill C. Wrubleski • 
Reaves Avery Washburn Natalia Alicia Widera• Jonathan D. Wychock1 ·• w 
Marc A. Washington Rachel Elizabeth Widmer Courtney Wylie• ~ Santella Loletha Washington Arthur Andrew Wiechec Kera Bethany Yates 
Chase Alexander Wasilius Marianne Wiedeman' Anna Holden Yeager w 
Steven Michael Waters Sarah Jeanne W1elgos• Stephen Christopher Yealm • u 
Brigitte C. Watkins Nathan E. Wietbrock Joseph D. Yeoman• z Leslie E. Watland* Jackson Knowlton Wiggins Yun-kyung Yeon 
Jennifer N. Watman Jovan Wilbert William R. Yoder w 
Justin R. Watson Jeanette Elizabeth Wilbon Christina Marie Young• ~ Kristin D. Watson• Kelsey Marie Wild• David A.P. Young• 
Michael D Wawrzyniak Sara Stenberg WIidner • Matthew E. Young· ~ 
Dawn Amanda Weber• Stacie R. Wilhelm* Emily Daiah Youssef• 0 Lindsay Sue Weber Steven M. Wilk• Kumiko Yuki 
Joshua Paul Weckesser Stephanie Layne Walkins Sarah Catherine Yunker• u 
•Graduating W1t11 Honors 
Columbia College Chicago 
would like to extend most 
sincere thanks to the faculty. 
staff. students, alumni. 
and friends of the College 
whose hard work and 
talent have 1nade the 2007 
Commencement possible. 
Commencement 1s produced 
by the Office of the Vice 
President of Student Affairs: 
Mark E. Kelly, Vice President; 
Jill Summers, Director of 
College-wide Events: Sheila 
Carter. Executive Director 
of Multicultural Affairs: and 
Marvin Cohen, Registrar. 
Many thanks to the College 
Advising Center and Ruby 




Kirk Fal lah. Editor 
Liz Chilsen and Tammy 
Mercure. Image Preparation 























J. Dennis Rich, Arts. 
Entertainment and Media 
Management Chair 
The Creative and Printing 
Services Office 
Mary Forde, Director 
Corey Plazak, 
Production Coordinator 
Ben Bilow. Graphic 
Designer 
Anita Strejc, Production 
Technician 







Audio Arts & Acoustics 
Department Chair 
Animation Production Studio 
Sean Y. Bires* 
Karl M. Block* 
Tina L. Eveland-+-
Ryan P. Freismuth • 
Lina Gabrielle Gaizutis .. 
Joonho Moon' 
Laura J. Post~ 
Thomas C. Riffel · 
Joseph M. Spanos* 
Rein C. Stinson• 
Lauren Marie Zessemos~ 
Joseph Meredith, Instructor 
Barry Young, Ani1nation 
Program Di rector 
Bruce Sheridan. Film & Video 
Department Chair 
Commencement Preshow 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ 
Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate 
Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb. 
Music Depart1nent Chair 
Sing a Song/September 
By Earth, Wind, and Fire 
CCC Jazz Ensemble 
and 3CVJE 
I Can See Clearly Now 
By Johnny Nash 
Groove Band 
Caravan 
By Juan Tizol 
Latin Ensemble 
Make a Joyful Noise 
By D. Trucks 
Groove Band 
Equinox 
By John Coltrane 
CCC Jazz Ensemble 
Orea,ns 
By The Cranberries 
3CVJE and Groove Band 
~Graduating Senior 
Mambo Melani 
By Mitch Frohmen 
Latin Ensemble 
Who. Me? 
By Frank Foster 
CCC Jazz Ensemble 
unwr,uen 
By Beddingfield 
3CV JE and Groove Band 
Mambo lnfluenciado 
By Chucho Valdez 
Latin Ensemble 
Finale 
See Yov in Your Dreams 
By Steve Hadley 
Groove Band, Latin Ensemble. 
Jazz Ensemble, and Vocalists 
The Columbia College Jazz 
Ensemble 





















Latin Ensemble Commencement Choir 
Ruben Alvarez, Director Mimo Rohlfing. Director 
Jorge Leal Ali Arzeno 
Ryan Loftsgarden Christopher Bennett ..... 
Dona Micelli KeJaun Carter 0 
Loza Mlcelli Jessica Dennis 0 
Ramon Moreno Adam Dittman N 
Natalie Oliveri Sarah Ferguson LL 
Patrick Seals Joi Harrell 0 Ian Tomele• Meagan Hathaway 
Laurie Hartung• Cf) 
Groove Band Jessica Hunt Cf) 
Boll Boris. Director LaShera Moore 
<l'.'. Sarah Ferguson Sarah Moms 
_J 
Garrell McGmn Gregory Perrine (.) 
Robert W1Jhams Erin Poovey 
Ph1hp J. Messina Ricky Powell LU 
Patrick Lyons Martez Rucker I 
Brandon Foster Marjorie Southerland I-
LaShera Moore Maggie Vagle 
Andrew Chm1eleski LL 













• Graduating Senior 
Board of Trustees 
Allen M. Turner 
Chairman of the Board 
Vice Chairs 
Ellen Stone Belie 
Warren King Chapn1an. Ph.D. 






Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
President 
Lifetime Trustees 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Sydney Srnith Gordon 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 




William Cellini Jr. 
Debra Martin Chase 
Steve Dahl 
Steve Devick 
Allan R. Drebin, Ph.D. 
Loranne Ehlenbach 
Brent Felitto 
Richard 8. Fizdale 
John Gehron 
Ralph Gidwitz 







Daniel E. McLean 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Stephen H. Pugh 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
John P. Rijos 
Craig M. Robinson 
Michel le Rosen 
Trustee Emeritus 
Victor Skrebneski 
Helena Chapellin Wilson 
Janice Emigh Scharre, 0.0 .. M.A. 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Nancy Tom 
Dempsey Travis 
Tony G. Weisn1an 




Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President for Can1pus 
Environment 
R. Michael DeSalle 
Vice President of Business 
Affairs and Chief Financial 
Officer 
Annice Kelly 
Vice President and General 
Counsel 
Mark E. Kelly 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Eric V.A. Winston, Ph.D. 
Vice President for 
Institutional Advancen1ent 
Doreen Barton! 
Dean. School of Media Arts 
Jo Cates 
Associate Vice President for 
Academic Research and Dean 
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Anne Foley 
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The School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
Diana Gorman (Acting) 
ASL - English Interpretation 
Carol Ann Stowe 








Constantin Raslnarlu (Acting) 
Science and Mathematics 
The School of Media Arts 
Douglas Jones 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Bruce Sheridan 
Film & Video 
Annette Barbier 








































COVf A IM.\GE: BRANDON SORG '07, WEISMAN AWARD WINNER 
